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ABOVE: It’s easy to make friends, both on and

off the course.

Learning fundamentals is a big
part of the golfing education.

For over 20 years, the
International Junior
Golf Academy (IJGA),
at Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina, has
offered first-class
training, competition,
and academics for
passionate junior
golfers.

BELOW: Students like to express their pride in

their IJGA experience.

Sportsmanship is taught early
and often at the Academy.

In addition to being some of the best junior
golfers in the country, IJGA students are also
global citizens, active members of their local
community, committed students, and fascinating young adults whose passions extend well
beyond the golf course.
The IJGA’s mission is “to have a positive and
transformational impact on young people’s
lives,” and it does this by preparing students for
success both on and off the golf course.
IJGA students attend Heritage Academy, a
“passion school” dedicated to providing progressive differentiated instruction for students
who are pursuing an extracurricular interest.
This gives them the flexibility to train in the
morning and go to school in the afternoon (or
vice versa).

TRAINING FOR GOLF AND LIFE
Led by Director of Golf Stuart Morgan (PGA
Certified, Level 3 TPI Certified), students train
at IJGA’s six partner golf courses and the IJGA
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Performance Center. Because IJGA’s coaches
have trained players on the PGA, LPGA, and
European Tours (among others), they know
exactly what it takes to get to the next level.
IJGA boasts nearly a 100% college placement
rate, with students earning over $51 million in
scholarships. Alumni have attended schools
such as Georgia Tech, Princeton, Dartmouth,
Oklahoma State University, Texas A&M,
Notre Dame, Yale, University of Alabama,
UCLA, and Boston College, to name just a
few. Additionally, they’ve gone on to have
successful careers on the PGA, LPGA, and
European Tours.

A WORLD OF CHOICES
What is it like to be a student at IJGA? Residential students live at The Village which,
in addition to spacious living quarters, also
houses the Village Café, a recreation room,
and the Academic Success Center. On
weekends, students who aren’t competing in
IJGT, HJGT, or IJGA events have numerous

activity options to keep them occupied: relax
at the beach, go on a bike ride, play tennis, go
horseback riding, visit the trampoline park,
relax by the pool, or go on a planned outing
supervised by Residential Instructors. Outings include trips to local shopping malls, jet
skiing, paintball, Asian Markets, the World
Golf Village & Hall of Fame, Orlando theme
parks, and many more.
The incredible diversity at IJGA is one of its
strongest assets. Students come from over 40
states and more than 28 countries, but they all
share a common desire to pursue their passion
for golf into college and beyond.
“We pride ourselves on the fact that a student
attending the International Junior Golf Academy will leave with a better understanding of
many other cultures and thus the world,” said
IJGA CEO Ryley Hendry. “This type of global development not only makes them a better person, but will also help them stand out
above their peers at college and beyond!”
To learn more, visit www.ijga.com
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